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Bound-bound 2ZCf-2ZC+ and 2Z’-211 interactions and their effect on the rotational-vibrational 
levels of Rydberg states of ArWArD have been investigated. Strong interactions have been obtained 
for the B 211-C 2z’ D “x+-E 211, and E 211-1 2A pairs of states in accord with recent 
experimental analyses of Rydberg spectra of ArD. Predissociation lifetimes of A 2I$+, C 2x+, and 
D 2Z+ as well as transition energies and radiative lifetimes for Rydberg states up to 4f have been 
also calculated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of the observed Rydberg spectra of ArH 
seems to be a rather difficult task. In terms of the potential 
energy curves, at least at short internuclear distances, the 
electronic states of AI-H give the typical picture of a Rydberg 
molecule;’ a repulsive ground state (except for a van der 
Waals minimum at large R) and bound Rydberg states with 
deep minima and equilibrium internuclear distance near that 
of the ground state of ArH’, the core cation.2-4 A number of 
“II--+A %+ transitions have been reported? following the 
first spectrum of ArH which was obtained in 1970 (Ref. 6) 
while recently three new bands of At-D have been analyzed’ 
in terms of transitions involving a p(22,31) state, presum- 
ably a combination of the C 2Z’ and B 211 states4 of AI-H. 
Other experimental work, which has been devoted to the 
determination of the lifetimes of Rydberg states of ArH and 
ArD, has resulted in some very interesting findings regarding 
the lifetime of the E 2’11 state of ArD, obtained from the 
E %.-+A ‘2’ emission;’ a longer lifetime is obtained from 
the Q branch than those obtained from the P and R branches 
of the above emission. The authors8 have attributed the 
above observations to a depletion of the E *II’ population 
(which would give rise to the P and R branches in a 
211-+‘C + transition) via a rotational-electronic coupling 
with the presumably predissociating state D 2Z’. Further- 
more, they have observed a decrease in intensity for N> 16 
in all branches (P,Q,R), indicating a further nonradiative 
channel for the decay of E 211 in ArH and ArD. While it has 
not been suggested by the above authors, a different radiative 
channel may be provided by the 1 “A state, via a rotational 
electronic coupling E 2H- 1 “A. The 1 ‘A state is not pre- 
dissociating but it decays radiatively to B 211 and it could 
serve to remove population from the E “II --+A ‘2 + transi- 
tion. 

Theoretical treatments of the Rydberg states of ArH are 
generally in good agreement with experiment, as far as the 
energy levels are concemed.314 The predissociation of the 
211 states and of A ‘z+ by the repulsive ground state, 
X *C+ (via rotational-electronic coupling and radial cou- 
pling, respectively), has been also studied and it has been 
established that predissociation of the “II states of ArlVArD 
by X 2C+ is negligible4 while predissociation of A %,+ is 

the exclusive mode of decay, as indicated by the relative 
magnitudes of the rates of predissociation and radiative 
dissociation.3Tg In addition to the above, theoretical values for 
the radiative Iifetimes of a number of Rydberg states of ArH 
have been reported’ where, for the higher states, emissions to 
x2-9+ A 2y+ and B 211 only have been considered. Com- 
pariyon’ of ze ‘theoretical values with the available experi- 
mental data showed good agreement for the lifetime of the 
B “II state, and for the E 2H state with the value reported 
for NG 16, in ArH.* 

In view of the recent experimental analyses, it has been 
necessary to extend our theoretical work along the following 
lines: (a) calculation of rotational-electronic coupling be- 
tween the bound %+ and 211 states and in an effort to es- 
tablish whether the C-B and D-E interactions are suffi- 
ciently strong to support the arguments upon which the 
experimental analyses738 have been performed. In addition, 
the rotational-electronic coupling E 211- 1 2A must be ex- 
amined as a possible mechanism for the depletion of popu- 
lation from the higher rotational levels of E 2H. This inter- 
action is also of interest in view of the suggestion” of the 
formation of a d (Z,II,A) complex by the D 2X + , E 211, and 
1 “A states. (b) Examination by actual calculations of the 
assumed predissociation of the C ??,+ and D 2c+ states of, 
ArH by X 2Z+ as the predominant mode of decay of these 
states, since the recently reported experimental work7 indi- 
cates the existence of radiative transitions from the higher 
‘C+ states, and ( c further examination of the radiative life- ) 
times of Rydberg states of ArH. In particular, it is required to 
include all possible radiative channels for decay in order to 
converge the theoretical values for the radiative lifetimes 
while generation of information regarding transitions from 
even higher-lying Rydberg states than those considered thus 
far4T9 is also desirable. 

Il. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

In the present calculations four 28f(2A1), one 
2A(2A i), and three “T’I(2B i) states have been considered for 
the investigation of the nonradiative interactions. The A0 
basis set was the same as in the previous work,’ where Ry- 
dberg functions have been included on hydrogen up to 4p 
and on argon for 4s, 4p, and 3d. The MRD-CI programs*1*‘2 
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have been employed for the calculations. For the 2A r states 
(four 28 ’ and one 2A) the CI calculations employed 43 
reference configurations and selection for 5 roots witha 
threshold of 5 PH. For the ‘B1 states (B 21T, E 211, and 
3 *II), 34 reference configurations and selection for 3 roots 
with 3.0 ,uH threshold have been employed. The CI spaces 
varied between 15 000 and 18 000 configuration functions, 
depending on the value of the internuclear distance R. The 
calculations have been carried out for 17 values of R, in the 
interval from 1.6 to 5.0 bohr. At each point, in addition to the 
energy, dipole transition moments for all the possible transi- 
tions between the above states as well as rotational electronic 
couplings between the “Z + and the “II states have been 
determined. Furthermore, for the 22+ states, radial coupling 
matrix elements have been computed at each point R by 
carrying out a second CI calculation at R + 0.00 1 bohr, with 
the center placed at the center of mass of ArH. Radial cou- 
pling matrix elements have been obtained for the pairs of 
states, X-A, ,X-C, X-D and also A-C, A-D, and C-D. 
Although the X 2’cq ’ -A ‘2 ’ interaction has been the sub- 
ject of previous extensive calculations,’ which are beyond 
our computing capabilities to repeat for five 2A r states, it is 
instructive to calculate it again under the present selection 
procedure, in order to check the precision of the theoretical 
results, regarding this- type of predissociation. For a system 
of the size of ArH it is rather difficult to calculate the radial 
coupling matrix elements with good precision because the 
finite differences method -which is employed13 has been 
found to be rather sensitive to the @ticulars of the CI selec- 
tion procedure. 

The data generated as described above,. have been em- 
ployed in subsequent calculations of the predissociation rates 
and bound-bound interactions. The method and programs 
employed.at this point have been described elsewhere.14-‘6 

For the radiative lifetimes in addition to the above, fur- 
ther calculations have been carried out at a single geometry, 
with R of 2.5,bohr, involving 12 2Zf, 3 2A, 8 211, and 1 
a@ Rydberg states. For these calculations, additional Ryd- 
berg functions have been included in the hydrogen basis, a 
set of 4d functions with exponent 0.005 and a set of 4f 
functions with exponent 0.008. The CI procedures were as 
follows: for the %+ and “A states, a reference set of 63 
configurations and selection with respect to 9 roots (for the 
first 9 2.4 r states) and eight roots (for states 9 2A 1 to 1.5 ‘A J 
with a threshold of 5 ,uH. For the ‘B1 states the reference 
space involved 48 configurations and selection was carried 
out for nine roots with 5 ,uH threshold. From this single 
“vertical’~ calculation, radiative transition propabilities have 
been determined and radiative lifetimes of the Rydberg 
states, where transitions to all possible lower states up to 
3 211 have been included. For Rydberg transitions this type of 
calculation is sufficient and vibrational averaging does not 
affect the results significantly. 

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Radiative lifhnek 

The potential energy curves of the states calculated in 
the present work (cf. Fig. 1) are not different from the pre- 
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PIG. 1. Potential energy curves of the Rydbeg states of ArH under consid- 
eration in the present work. Solid lines, 2s+ states; dashed, ‘II; 
dotted, ‘A. 

viously rep0rte.d curves4 and, in general, quantities related to 
the energy of the lower states (up to 5 ‘II) have differences 
within 0.05 eV between previous treatments and the present. 
This is also demonstrated in Table I, where the energies of 
the excited states at 2.5 bohr with respect to the correspond- 
ing energy of the ground state are listed. Thus the inclusion 
of the 4d and 4f Rydberg functions does not affect the 
lower-lying states significantIy, while it has a significant ef- 
fect on the position of me 6 “IT and 7 211 (old numbering6. 
5 211 and 6 211) states and introduces some new 2C + , 2A, 

TABLE I. Energies! and radiative lifetimes of the electronic states of ArH at 
an internuclear distance of 2.5 bohr. 

State Atomic limitb A E’(eV) qdns) 
* 2x+ (2s) 3.34(3.23,3.32) 1.73 ps (2.3 ps) 

B % UP) 3.92(3.92) 16.9 (15.5) 
c 28+ PPl 4.01(3.97,3.98) 7.42 (7.2) 
D zz+ (Ar ‘JP) 4.90(4.86) 35.0 (498) 
ETl (Ar ‘JP) 4.87(4.90) 35.2 (37.5) 
12A (34 5.08(5.04) 29 (62) 
5 5+ (Ar ‘JP) 5.17(5.11) 31 (80) 
3*II (‘4r ‘JP) 5.27(5.26) 42 (46.8) 
6%’ (3s) 5.35(5.30) 19 
4% (3P) 5.63 46 (351) 
12zs’ (3P) 5.66(5.62) 225 
tx2zz+ (34 5.68 63 
5 ?rI (34 5.70(5.76) 38 
2’A i4d) 5.71 38 
3 aA (4f) 5.72 52 
I 2@ (4f) 5.73 57 
9 2xt+ (4s) 5.70 42 
10 2x+ (4P) 5.78 105 
62l-I (4P) 5.79(5.90) 115 
11 *x+ (44 6.02 109 
72I-I (44 6.23(6.37) 123 
12 2Iz+ (4f) 6.38 18 
8 2rI i4f) 6.49 35 

‘With respect to the energy of X -- ‘v+ at 2.5 bohr, values in brackets are 
previous theoretical results, Ref. 6 for AE, and Ref. 9 for rrza. 

bHydrogen atom state unless otherwise indicated. 
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TABLE II. Vertical radiative transition probabilities (s-‘)~ for the Rydberg states of ArH at an internuclear 
distance of 2.5 bohr. 

Lower state 
x z-9+ Upper state 1 ‘A 5 z-s+ 

-- 
. . . 
. . . 
*.. 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
*.. 
. . . 

0.31(6) 
0.68(5) 

6 ‘X+ D  7-c+ 

.  .  .  

1..  

.  .  .  

.  .  .  

.  .  .  

A zz+ 

. . . 

0.33(7) 
0.22(7) 
0.73(7) 
0.42(7) 

. . . 
0.14(7) 
0.26(7) 
0.33(6) 
0.35(7) 
0.62(S) 
0.59(6) 

c w+ 

. . . 

. . . 

B ‘Jl 

. . . 

. . . 
1.. 

0.22(7) 
O.lO(8) 
0.34(8) 
0.24(8) 
0.1 O(7) 
0.13(7) 
0.24(6) 
0.20(7) 
0.320 
0.13(7) 
0.14(7) 

. . . 
0.12(5) 
0.42(5) 
0.34(5) 
0X5(6) 
0.76(7) 
0.12(7) 
0.28(7) 
0.13(6) 

E 3-l 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

32rI 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

0..57(6) 
0.56(S) 
0.13(9) 
0.10(7) 
0.52(7) 

. . . 
0.20(7) 
0.41(S) 
0.18(8) 
0.72(7) 
0.12(6) 
0.54(6) 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

._. 
0.44(6) 
0.15(5) 

.*. 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
0.22(7) 

B ‘l-I 
c ?L+ 
D 2-9+ 
E “II 
1 ‘A 
s2v+ 
6’:+ 
3 ZrI 
4% 
7%+ 
5 ?ii 
22A 
3 ‘A 
1 2@ 
8 zz+ 
9%’ 
10 2x+ 
6% 
*15+ 
72rI 
12?S+ 
8’l-I 

. . . 
0.18(S) 
0.86(7) 

. . . 
0.43(Y) 
0.43(6) 
0.21(7) 
0.38(6) 
0.16(7) 
0.11(5) 

. . . 
0.66(5) 
0.50(7) 
0.13(7) 
0.28(6) 
0.28(6) 
0.35(7) 

. . . 
0.62(5) 
0.16(7) 
0.28(6) 
0.22(7) 
0.40(6) 
0.73(7) 
0.13(7) 
050(7) 

. . . 
1.00(7) 

. . . 
0.38(7) 0.11(7) 

0.68(7) 
0.62(7) 
0.17(8) 

0.20(6) 0.13(7) 
0.52(7) 
0.64(7) .*. 

. . . . . . 
0.13(8) 
0.27(7) 
0.59(7) 
0.26(7) 
0.13(4) 
0.6316) 
0.42(8) 
0.19(S) 

0.23(7) 
0.65(6) 
0.47(6) 
0.34(4) 
0.16(4) 
0.38(6) 
0.19(7) 
0.67(7) 

0.21(6) 
0.26(7) 
0X5(6) 
O-59(6) 
0.12(6) 
0.59(6) 
0.88(6) 
O.ll(7) 

0.74(6) 
0.53(7) 
0.39(6) 
0.13(7) 
0.14(5) 
0.55(6) 
0.13(6) 
0.33(6) 

0.36(5) 
0.80(7) 
0.32(5) 
0.20(7) 
0.12(6) 
0.26(7) 
0.28(7) 
0.38(5) 

0.18(6) 
0.56(6) 
0.48(6) 
0.82(4) 
0.65(5) 
0.38(6) 
0.17(6) 

0.14(6) 
0.32(6) 
0.77(6) 
0.14(7) 
0.25(6) 
0.38(7) 
0.17(6) 

0.39(7) 
0.18(5) 
0.39(5) 
0.17(4) 
0.17(7) 
0.24(6) 
0.3516) 

0.12(6) 

0.90(5) 

0.13(7) 

aPowe.rs of 10 are given in brackets. 

and ‘@ states (cf. Table I). The character of all the excited 
states calculated at 2.5 bohr is Rydberg. However for most of 
these states it is not possible to attach atomic labels, on the 
basis of the character of the RIO because they show mixtures 
of atomic characters, as allowed by the molecular symmetry. 
This is particularly true for the “lI states, where all the states 
are obtained as mixtures of p, d, and f diffuse orbitals. The 
labels listed next to the states in Table I refer to the corre- 
sponding dissociation limits, H*+Ar and Ar*( tT3P) +H. 

In addition to the energies, the radiative lifetimes of the 
Rydberg states are also listed in Table I. They have been 
obtained by considering all the transitions to lower states up 
to 3 ‘II, for which the dipole transition probabilities are 
given in Table II. As the data in Table II show, for most states 
there are several transitions which must be summed in order 
to obtain a good estimate of their radiative lifetimes. Thus, 
for example, our previous value for the radiative lifetime of 
D “T‘q+, based on transitions to X ‘c+, A ‘xi, and B ‘II 
states, was 496 ns while the present value which includes 
also the transition to C 22+ (i.e., all possible radiative tran- 
sitions) has the value 36.0 ns. The radiative lifetimes listed 
for the 7 21$’ state or higher ‘2+ states and 5 211 or higher 
211 states do not include all possible transitions to lower 
states since lower states only up to 3 ‘II have been included. 
For the lower-lying states, the present results should be con- 
verged to within about 20%-30% which is the expected 
variation which may be caused by changes in the A0 basis 
set and in the CI procedure. 

Of the radiative lifetimes listed in Table I, experimental 
values exist for the B 211 state, where it has been reported as 
14.325 ns and also as18 ns, and for the E “II state also 
mentioned in the Introduction, where rather interesting re- 

sults have been reported. The lifetime of the Q branch (of the 
E ‘I’I-+A ‘2’ transition) in ArH is reported as 39.8 nsk4.9 
(for NG 16), while in ArD, for the P and R branches 
(Ns 19) it is listed as 42.Ok3.6 ns, where in both the above 
cases no dependence of the lifetime on the rotational level N 
is found. On the basis of the above data it could be con- 
cluded that there is good agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental radiative lifetimes of E 211. However, the 
reported lifetime of the Q branch of the E 211-+A 2Z ’ tran- 
sition in ArD is 60.6% 1. I ns for NG 19 and 49.824.7 ns for 
N- 3 0. Thus the discrepancy between the theoretical value 
and the experimental lifetime of the Q branch in ArD is 
rather large especially for Nd 19. If the rationalization of 
Wunderlich et al.’ is accepted, i.e., that the shorter lifetimes 
of the P and R brances are a result of predissociation then the 
lifetime of the Q branch would be closer to the radiative 
lifetime of the state. For this reason some additional calcu- 
lations devoted to the radiative lifetime of E 211 have been 
performed in order to estimate the convergence of the theo- 
retical value. Different calculations yield slightly different 
lifetimes for E 211. The previous value of 37.5 ns for the 
radiative lifetime of ArH had been obtained for transitions to 
X 2x+, A ‘c+, and B 211 onIy.’ The value of 35.3 ns~of the 
present work (cf. Table I) includes also the transition to 
C 2Zf. A value of 32 ns is obtained by a calculation with a 
lower threshold (2.5 ,KS) for the “II states while a calculation 
with a split-Rydberg basis set (i.e., with double the number 
of Rydberg functions) resulted in a value of 34 ns. All the 
above values are very close to each other. In all these calcu- 
lations, the CI procedure involved selection for many roots 
(cf. previous section and Ref. 9). A value of 29 ns has been 
obtained in the calculations of the present work, involving 
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FIG. 2. Radial coupling matrix elements over the electronic wave functions 
of the A ‘C+ C *St, and D ‘2+ states of ArH with X *SC. Solid lines, > 
present work; dashed, previous work. 

four ‘2, one 2A, and three ‘II roots, described above, in the 
first part of Sec. II. It thus appears that the selection proce- 
dure and in particular the number of roots involved affects 
the calculated radiative lifetime significantly. In any case, the 
above results yield a radiative lifetime for E 211 between 32 
and 38 ns, as obtained from the vertical transition at R’of 2.5 
bohr, and do not support the reported experimental lifetime 
of the Q branch, of 60.6kl.l ns. 

B. Radial coupling matrix elements 

The calculated radial coupling matrix elements for the 
X-A, X-C, and X-D interactions have been plotted in Fig. 
2, where for X-A the values calculated previously have been 
also plotted for comparison. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
X ‘-? +-A 2ci radial coupling matrix elements of the 
pres&t work are not identical to the previous. The main 
differences is a 20% increase of the peak and an oscillatory 
behavior of the present results at R>2.6 bohr, which were 
not present in the 3-root calculation.’ A lowering of the 
threshold of the present calculations to 1 ,uH for a few test- 
calculations did not alter the. above picture significantly. 
From this it may be concluded that the differences between 
the previous and the present radial coupling matrix elements, 
are mainly due to the presence of more roots in the present 
work, which allow configurations in the CI space which 
might have been omitted on the basis of an energy criterion 
for the three roots only. The X 2Z. + - C 2Z + interaction (cf. 
Fig. 2) is smaller than the X-A at small R but has larger 
magnitude than the X-A at R around 2.6, while the X-D 
interaction has generally small magnitude. The above matrix 
elements lead to the predissociation of the A, C, and D states 
by X and the calculated widths of the states are listed in 
Table III. These widths have been calculated by a Fermi- 
Golden rule method14*t6 where only the (dldR) radial cou- 
pling has been included. Previous work9 has shown that the 
(d2/dR2) term has a negligible influence and since the 
(GJ2/dR2) interaction is even more sensitive to the computa- 
tional procedure than the first derivative, it does not make 
good sense to include it. The calculated widths listed in Table 
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TABLE III. Calculated widths (cm-“) for the rotational level N=O of dif- 
ferent vibrational levels u in the A %+, C ‘H+, and D ‘Z+ electronic 
states of ArH and ArD. 

V A 2-9+ 4 C28+ D22+ A %+ c *g+ D 2x+ 

0 0.367(0.15)a 0.345 0.002 0.014(0.02) 0.009 0.004 
1 0.930(0.43) 1.182 0.024 0.079(0.04) 0.032 0.009 
2 1.310 0.394 0.033 0.213 0.098 0.011 
3 2.240 1.247 0.032 0.379 0.205 0.012 
4 2.352 0.884 0.045 0.526 0.288 0.012 
5 2.677 0.832 0.066 0.683 0.337 0.011 

%lires in brackets from previous calculations (Ref. 9). 

III show that the A and C states have large widths while the 
D state does not. Between ArH and ArD, there is a dramatic 
reduction in the widths of the A and C states while there is no 
significant change in the widths of the D state. It might also 
be noted that the previously mentioned differences in the 
calculated X “x+-A ‘c+ radial coupling matrix elements 
of the previous’ and the present work, results in widths for 
the A 2C, + state of ArH larger by about a factor of 2 calcu- 
lated in the present work than previously [cf. values in brack- 
ets in Table III). 

A measure of the accuracy of the numbers listed in the 
above table is given by comparison with the available experi- 
mental data. .The most recently7 quoted experimental widths 
for the u =0 level of the A state are 1 cm-’ for ArH 
(previous6 value 2 cm-‘) and 0.03 cm-’ for ArD (previous’ 
value CO.05 cm-‘). In terms of the predissociation lifetimes, 
theory and experiment obtain a lifetime of 14 and 5 ps, re- 
spectively, for the u = 0 level of A ‘C ’ in ArH and 0.5 and 
0.1 ns, respectively, in ArD. Such agreement between theory 
and experiment is acceptable considering the difficulty of the 
task.3’9 The predissociation lifetimes of the u = 0 level of the 
C 2z ’ state are 15 ps in ArH and 0.6 ns in ArD, i.e., they are 
similar to the values found for A ‘2 + . However, as the 
X ‘x+-D 2z+ coupling matrix elements (cf. Fig. 2) and the 
resulting widths (cf. Table III) show, the predissociation rates 
in the D ‘x+ state are smaller than in the A and C states. 
Accordingly, the predissociation lifetime of the u = 0 level is 
obtained as 2.8 ns in~ArH and 1.4 ns in ArD. Thus within the 
expected precision of the present results, similar predissocia- 
tion rates are predicted for D 2z + in At-H and in ArD. This is 
the first such example encountered in the rare-gas hydrides, 
where at least for the A state, significantly lower predissocia- 
tion rates are found in the deuterated compounds.9,‘4V’6 

A comparison of the predissociation lifetimes with the 
radiative lifetimes (cf. Table I) shows that for the A ‘zf 
state in both ArH and ArD predissociation is by far the pre- 
dominant mode of decay and similarly for the C 2Z + state in 
ArH. However for the C 22+ state in ArD and the D ?f,+ in 
both ArH and ArD predissociation is faster than radiative 
decay by a factor of about 10 and thus observation of radia- 
tive transitions from these states is possible. Indeed, as noted 
earlier, radiative transitions p( C 28f ,B 2n) -+A 2c + in 
ArD have been reported by Dabrowski et al7 ’ 

In Fig. 3, there are plots of (d/dR) matrix elements be- 
tween me bound ‘2’ states. As shown they have huge mag- 
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FIG. 3. Radial coupling matrix elements over pairs of bound ‘2’ states of 
ArH. 

nitudes, comparable to those occurring with the X ‘2 ’ state 
(cf. Fig. 2). The implication of this is the possibility of rota- 
tional perturbations of the spectra whenever there is near- 
coincidence of the vibrational levelsI and possibly predisso- 
ciation when the coincidence involves the vibrational 
continuum of the lower-lying states. Such processes have 
been present in HeH, where the C *2 ‘-D *Z+ interaction 
gave rise to rotational perturbations in the D *2 + -+A “Z + 
spectrum’5”8 while levels with N> 14, of the C *2 + state 
are predissociated by 4 “x ‘.16 In the system at hand, the 
Rydberg states lie closer together and predissociation of the 
higher states .? *y + and D *r ’ is not possible for the 
lower vibratikal le:els even at Ggh rotational levels. In par- 
ticular, for levels u = 0 and 1 of D *x + even for N= 3 0 the 
energy lies below the continuum of the A *z’ state. On the 
other hand, the proximity of the curves may lead to rotational 
perturbations of the Rydberg spectra involving these states. A 
very important factor for the magnitude of the shifts of the 
energy levels is the &gree of coincidence of the unperturbed 
levels. l7 On the basis of the theoretical energies, coinci- 
dences may exist between the rotational levels u 23 of 
A ‘C + in ArH (u > 4 in ArD) and rotational’ levels of u > 0 
of C *c+. Similarily, rotational levels b!f V&6, A *2 ’ in 
ArH (~a8 in ArD) may overlap with rotational levels of 
vWj, D ‘I$+, while rotational levels of u 34, C *Z+ in 
.ArH (u>S in ArD) may coincide with rotational levels of 
1~30 D *;r;+. 

1; is possible to obtain the theoretical coupling between 
the vibrational levels, for pairwise interactions using the off- 
diagonal matrix element 

Hii= -& !x%4W -$ k&>, (1) 

where x and .y refer to the different electronic states A, C, or 
D, while x are vibratiohal wave functions. A(R) is an ana- 
lytic fit to the coupling matrix elements of (d/dR) over the 
electronic wave functions (cf. Fig. 3). In a 2X2 calculation 
(i.e., including only the two coincident vibrational-rotational 

TABLE IV. Interaction matrix elements’ over levels near-coincident with 
theu=Oandu=I (N=O)levelsofC2X+andD2C’inArHandArD. 

-. ArH &D 

c*2+ v=o -0.8806(-3) -0.2481(-3) 
v=3 A 28+b v=4 A28+ 

v=l 0.8;02(-3) 0.2i9(-3) 
v=4, il *Cf v=5 A2X+ 

D %+ v=o -0.3377(-3) 0.77bO(-4) 
v=(j A w’c 

v=l 0.27;8(-43) 
v=8 A2H+ 
0.14\7(-3) 

v=7,A %+ v=9 A%+ 
v=o 0.3769(-4) 022b4(-5 j 

v=4 c*I;+ v=5 c%+ 
v=l O.l5b3(-3) 0.55;6(-4) 

v=5, c *s+ v=,5 C2-V+ , - 

‘III hartree, values in brackets are powers of ten. 
bThe “partner” level involved id the interaction matrix element. 

levels), for a situation of exact coincidence, the magnitude of 
the coupling (l), gives the resulting shift of the energy 
level. I7 

In the present calculations, the 2X2 model is generalized 
by allowing all bound vibrational levels with N=O of each 
state to interact. A secular equation is set up whereby the 
diagonal matrix elements are the unperturbed vibrational en- 
ergies and the off-diagonal matrix elements are as in Eq. (1). 
Diagonalization gives the resulting perturbed energy levels. 
However, the magnitude of the perturbation will be very-sen- 
sitive to the actual energy spacing and fb; experimentally 
observable shifts, the experimental relative energies must be 
employed. 

A general multistate treatment would require setting up 
such a secular equation over all the electronic states with all 
the possible off-diagonal interactions in order to take them 
into accotint simultaneously. Such an approach is not fol- 
lowed here but a secular equation is set up for each pair of 
electronic states, where as noted above, all the bound vibra- 
tional levels are allowed to interact via the radial coupling. In 
Table IV, the interaction matrix elements for the u =0 and 
u = 1 -(with N= 0) levels of C *6+ and D 2X1+ with coinci- 
dent levels of A ‘2’ (for both C and D) and C *x + (for 
D *Z’) are given. As shown in Table IV, the interaction 
matrix elements have larger magnitudes for the A-C and 
A-D pairs than the C-D. Furthermore, generally smaller 
interactions are predicted for ArD than for AL-H. As noted 
above, the listed matrix elements would give the shift of the 
levels (in a two-level model) in a situation of exact coinci- 
dence. However, the present calculations obtain significant 
interaction matrix elements over noncoincident pairs of lev- 
els as well and the solution of the secular equations produces 
shifts slightly different from what would be expected on the 
basis of a two-state model alone. Thus the predicted shifts 
fortheu=O,N=Oandu=l,N=OlevelsofC*~+dueto 
the A-C interaction are 84 and 202 cm-‘, respectively in 
ArH and -18 and -3 cm-‘, respectively in ArD. The A-D 
interaction results in shifts of 70 and -32 cm-’ for the u =O, 
iV=O and u = 1, N=O levels of D *Cf, respectively in ArH 
and the corresponding shifts of -2 and - 11 cm-’ in ArD. 
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FIG. 4. Rotational-electronic coupling matrix elements over the $ectronic 
wave functions of bound *8-% and 2H~2A Rydberg states of ArH. 

The C-D interaction gives rise to shifts of -5 and 10 cm-’ 
forthen=O,N=O andu=l,N=O IevelsofD ‘cY+ inArH 
and shifts of -2 and -4 cm-’ in ArD. The above have been 
obtained using the theoretical energy levels. If the potential 
of the C ‘2’ is shifted upwards by 1070 cm-* as would be 
required to match the experimentalp(*~+,‘IT)~A ‘SC+ en- 
ergy difference7 the shifts are altered dramatically. For the 
v=O, N=O of C22+ in ArH the predicted shift is -62 
cm-’ andforthev=l,N=Olevelitis -43cm-‘.InArD, 
the corresponding shifts are now -21 and -9 cm-*, respec- 
tively. 

Prom the above analysis it may be concluded that the 
bound-bound radial coupling interaction between the -‘6’ 
states of ArH would lead to observable rotational perturba- 
tions in the C-+A and D+A Rydberg spectra of ArH, if 
such were observed. In ArD, only for the C ‘xif state there 
might be an appreciable effect. Perhaps such perturbations of 
the rotational levels of C *Z+ give rise to some of the com- 
plications encountered in the spectrum of ArD which in- 
volves this state in conjunction with B *II referred to as a 
pi*2 + ,*II) state.7 

C. Rotational-electronic coupling 

The rotational-electronic coupling matrix elements con- 
necting the ground state, X %+, with the *II Rydberg states 
have been presented elsewhere and it was shown that such 
interactions are small and do not lead to piedissociation of 
the “I1 states. In the present work only the bound *s+-*II 
interactions shall be considered, plots of which are presented 
in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, the rotational-electronic cou- 
pling matrix elements are generally small except for those of 
the pairs C *I‘,+-B *II, D *z-+--E *sI, and E *II-l “A 
which have values near 1.0. These results are in accord with 
the experimental analyses. As noted earlier, the C *s/+ and 
B 211 states are considered as forming a g(Z ,II) complex 
while the D *C+, E *II, and 1 *A state might be thought of 
as a “d” complex.” 

The interaction of the above pairs of states over different 
vibrational-rotational levels is obtained in a manner similar 

to that employed for the radial coupling interactios (Sec. 
III B), where in this case the operator for the off-diagonal 
matrix elements is given by 

-4 JijpA)(~+ 1 i A) (qAiR)‘L~~WAT1(R’) , (2) 

where N is the rotational number, A has the usual values 0, 1, 
2 for 2, II, and A states respectively, and the upper signs 
correspond to the L, and the lower to the L _ operator. As 
Eq. (2) shows, the interaction is directly dependent on N and 
thus it is necessary to carry out the calculation for different 
rotational levels. In the present work, the interaction of three 
vibrational levels (v = 0, 1, 2) for 30 rotational levels has 
been considered, for each pair of electronic states. The re- 
sults of these treatments are as follows: .- 

7. C ?+Zi- B 2h inferacfion 

For rotational level N= 1, in v = 0 the C-B interaction 
in ArH has a magnitude of 18 cm-‘, and increases with N as 
expected. Thus for N=20 the interaction has the magnitude 
250 cm-t. In ArD, the computed magnitudes for the C-B 
interaction-are smaller than in ArH by a factor near 2, which 
is the ratio of the reduced mass of ArD over that of ArH. This 
type of interaction produces strong perturbations in the rota- 
tional levels and is consistent with the formation of a com- 
plex (&II) state such as the p(‘c ,II> complex invoked by 
Dabrowski et aL7 The mixing of the two states is indicated in 
their coefficients following the solution of the secular equa- 
tion. Thus in ArH the coefficients are 0.9922 and 0.1248 
corresponding to the N= 1, v = 0 unperturbed levels of the B 
and C states, respectively, when the theoretical energies are 
employed.’ However, if the potential energy curve of the 
C *x+ state is shifted downwards by 0.000 68 hat-tree so as 
to bring the v = 0, N= 1 levels of C *z.+ and B *I3 in coin- 
cidence, the corresponding mixing coefficients are 0.7920 
and 0.6105, respectively, and the mixing increases with N. 
For N= 8 there is a 50:50 mixture of the two states, in accord 
with a complex (&II) state. It should be noted, however, that 
the above interaction would affect only the 11+ component of 
the B *II state and leave II- unaffected, whereas in a 
p (C , II) complex the C and Il (thus IIf and II-) character- 
istics would not be evident.” 

2. D %‘- E % and E %- I 2A interactions in ArH and 
A rD 

The magnitudes of the rotational electronic-coupling for 
different rotational levels of the above pairs of states are 
similar to these obtained for the C-B interaction (see 
above). Again, the closeness of the potentials of the D and E 
states (cf. Table I) allows for the possibility of coincidences 
of the levels of the two states and a strong mixing of the two 
states. With regard to the 1 ‘A state, the calculated energy is 
above that of the E *II state (cf. Table I) and it would seem 
that a coincidence of the rotational levels of ‘A with E *II is 
less probable, although it cannot be excluded. The accuracy 
of the electronic calculations is not such that would allow a 
definite conclusion regarding the relative positions of these 
states. In any case, the results of the present calculations 
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indicate that there are strong interactions between the D ‘8 ’ 
and E 211 as well as the E 2fI and the 1 2A states, sufficient 
for the formation of a complex (C&A) state (for N22), 
depending on the degree of coincidence of the rotational lev- 
els. Again, only the IIf component would mix with the 
D 2C+ state while the interaction with 1 ‘A would affect 
both the II+ and the II- components, assuming that A is a 
good quantum number for these states. The existence of a 
strong D “2 ’ -E 211 interaction would be in accord with the 
assumed depletion of population of E ‘III+ by predissocia- 
tion via D 2x+. However, this would still leave us with a 
large discrepancy between the theoretical and the experimen- 
tal value of the lifetime of E 211. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work radiative lifetimes of Rydberg states 
of ArH and ArD up to 4f have been presented and it was 
found that for most states there exist more than one impor- 
tant radiative channel of decay. Predissociation of the %+ 
states by X 2Z + has been found to be the predominant mode 
of decay for A ‘2’ in ArH and in ArD and for the C 22 ’ 
state in ArH, while for the C ‘c+ state in ArD and the 
D ‘I?,’ in both ArH and ArD radiative decay is slower than 
predissociation by about a factor of 10. In addition to the 
interactions with the ground state, bound-bound interactions 
between the Rydberg states have been also found to be sig- 
nificant. In particular, radial coupling interactions of C ‘2’ 
and D 2Z + with A ‘2 ’ are strong but the actual perturba- 
tions on the spectra will depend on the actual relative energy 
of the states, which cannot be obtained with the required 
accuracy for such perturbations, by the ab initio calculations. 
Strong rotational-electronic interactions have been found for 
the states C ‘%+ with B 21T and E 211 with D 2c+ and 1 2A 

indicating large perturbations and mixing of the above states. 
These results are consistent with the formation of a (J&II) 
complex between the B 211 and C 2c+, such as invoked by 
Dabrowski et aL7 while an analogous type of (2,JXA) com- 
plex might be visualized for the D “Z +, E 211, and 1’8 
states. 
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